Music Sales At
A Crossroads
Labels Face The CD’s Swan Song

The last Christmas for the CD? Or, on the optimistic side, there’s the notion that
already-shrinking retail floor space will evaporate completely...except during the holidays
when they roll music out with the wrapping paper, fake trees and other seasonal
favorites. Chicken Little, it seems, has taken a keen interest in the music business.
Fortunately, reports of the industry’s demise have been greatly exaggerated. Ask Apple’s
Steve Jobs, who has built the iPod into a monolith based on the public’s insatiable appetite
for having their music their way. Unlike previous format transitions, however, consumers
don’t have to replace their music collections. The ability to convert disc to digital, and the
resurrection of the single, have created a profound schism in the record business.

Gloom, Not Doom
Engineering a new structure for music sales is vital, but country
is facing a more immediate challenge. As of early September,
country CD sales were down 34% against an overall industry
decline of about 20%. Week-over-week sales on the Country album
chart for the first week of September were 375,000 units, compared
with 570,000 last year. Country market
share is down to 11%, compared with
13% in 2006, with total unit sales in the
neighborhood of 31 million. Last year,
country sold about 75 million CDs.
“We have four months to make up
40-plus million in sales,” says Sony
BMG/Nashville Chairman Joe Galante.
“That’s 2.4 million units a week.
There’s no way the math works out.”
And now the good news: New
releases from Kenny Chesney, Rascal
Flatts, Garth Brooks and Carrie
Joe Galante
Underwood are all needle-moving
blockbusters. “Our second half is going
to be up dramatically,” Galante says. “Net, we’ll still be down for
the year. The question is how far down.”
Big returns on the big releases have the potential to make
up a lot of ground, but ending 2007 just 15% down still puts
country at roughly 65 million units for the year. For Galante, the
concern then becomes 2008. “In our case, there won’t be another
Kenny or Carrie release. We will be down in terms of absolute
top-drawer records. Our first half of 2008 should be up relative
to a comparison with 2007, but the second half won’t have these
records and we’ll decline.”

A stark acknowledgment of this new reality came in the Sept. 2 New York Times
Sunday Magazine cover story. Under the headline, “Can Rick Rubin Save The Music
Business?”, the Columbia Records co-Chair and celebrated producer (Johnny Cash,
Dixie Chicks, System of a Down, Beastie Boys) had this to say:
“I have great confidence that we will have the best record company in the industry,
but the reality is, in today’s world, we might have the best dinosaur. Until a new model
is agreed upon and rolling, we can be the best at the existing paradigm, but until the
paradigm shifts, it’s going to be a declining business. This model is done.”

Unit sales on current albums only reflect a portion of the decline
labels are experiencing. Catalog sales are off as well, and the
wholesale prices of CDs are falling, too. Decreases in units and
how much they sell for is a double hit that has labels reeling. How
bad will it get?
“I need to see what Christmas does and what happens in the first
quarter,” Galante answers. “If these records in the fourth quarter
hold up and come through the first quarter, then the sky’s not
falling. If the drop-off is great and the records don’t hold up....
“It’s a tough environment for everyone,” he says. “There’s
gloom, but I don’t think there’s doom. We’re going to have to find
a new way to do it.”

Bad News Bared

Fortunately, country labels will benefit from watching how
their parents in New York and Los Angeles address these issues.
“Country will be the last bastion for CDs,” says Consortium
partner and marketing vet Mike Martinovich. “It was the last
demographic to abandon the cassette,
as well as previous configurations. The
psychographic nature of the country
consumer plays a role. They enjoy the
personal vicarious relationship with
artists. We’re the only format that has
something like CMA Music Festival.
They enjoy holding the physical CD.”
As “big box” retailers like Best Buy
and Wal-Mart reduce floor space
for music, the squeeze affects some
disproportionately. “Obviously there
will be floor space for the stars,”
Galante says. “But people are going to
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have their finger on the trigger to send it
back if it’s not selling. We’re not going
to have the kind of time we had before.”
Deeper catalog titles are a thing of the
past at the big accounts, and new acts
are also pinched. “Let’s say you get a
new artist on the radio and they come
out selling well,” says Curb Records
VP/Sales Benson Curb. “If it takes
you 20 weeks to get the next track up,
you could lose distribution. That’s five
months and retail doesn’t have the
patience anymore. It’s a big challenge
Benson Curb
for everyone, but particularly Nashville
because we depend on Wal-Mart and Target more than anyone else.”
Curb says that music is caught in a downward spiral. “The fact
that the big box retailers are shrinking floor space for music is
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy,” he says. “When you cut 10%
of your music space there’s a good
chance you’re going to sell less. Then
your inventory goes down and you
miss some sales. Then you wonder
why your sales keep going down. All
you hear about is negativity and you
cut more. It’s a vicious cycle.”
Concurrent to the reduced footprint,
retailers aren’t cutting labels any deals
on price and positioning costs. “I’ve
had conversations with retailers who
are telling me that shelf space in the
fourth quarter will be increasingly
expensive,” says Broken Bow EVP
Jim Yerger
Jim Yerger.
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-Music Sales At
A CrossroadsPlaying The
Hallmark Card
Finding solutions for the CD in a download-leaning marketplace
will require creative thinking. “You’re going to have to package it
with something they can’t get anywhere else,” Yerger says. “As far
as I’m concerned, I would love the opportunity to create my own
album of songs I know I enjoy. That way, I’m getting full value for
the money I spend.”
Curb says spending the money to produce a full-length album,
particularly for new artists, may need to be rethought. “You could
break a 10-song album into two EPs, with a single or two from
each,” he says. “And then for Christmas, you could release a
deluxe combined version.”
Asking less at the cash register to try new music would offset
longstanding objections to paying full album prices after only
hearing one song. “Consumers have consistently complained about
the content, about there being only a few good songs,” Martinovich
says. “What’s happening at retail is that consumers are shopping
value. They’re looking for favorite artists and they still prize
collecting the physical product, to some degree. That’s why box sets
and collectibles are doing well. The TV-driven stuff is doing best.”
Martinovich is working with the Weather Channel on a music
CD due in October. “It’s music heard during their ‘local on the
eights’ segment,” he explains. “They realize their core audience
is comprised of people who are still relatively heavy purchasers
of physical CDs.” The move is the latest in a trend that has seen
Hallmark, Starbucks and other retailers get into a business with
which they’ve never previously been associated.
“SoundScan is just now beginning to track nontraditional sales,”
Martinovich says. “Starbucks doesn’t think there’s a problem with
CD sales. I think we’ll be surprised when we see those numbers.”
There are other bright spots, as well. “Target carries fewer titles
than Wal-Mart or Best Buy, but their business seems to be going
fairly well,” Curb says. “They’re out trending the rest of the industry
with fewer SKUs (stock-keeping units, or titles). They’re putting
CDs at the front of the store and putting key titles in front of people
at key times. They’ve never focused on deep catalog.”
The demise of catalog at the big boxes has pushed consumers
to Amazon and iTunes, and one of the other retail beacons –
particularly for country – Borders.

Head For The
Borders

While country is down more than 30%, at Borders the deficit is
only in the
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actually, based on the light early release schedule for 2007.”
Not only is Borders climbing out of the red for the year, the

retailer has even gone into the black for August month-over-month
with last year. “We’ve gone positive and haven’t stopped,” Snow
says. “We’re double-digit positive for the month of August.”
Borders’ success with country in the face of industry-wide
declines is attributable to a commitment that’s been growing since
Snow joined the company almost four years ago. “In the past,
country was looked at as a consistent seller, but not necessarily
one you can spotlight,” Snow says. “My background is in country,
and over the years I’ve been able to convince people that country
is something we should be serious about. Country’s market share
has been growing, and people started to realized there may be
something to this. We took some chances and they’ve paid off.”
Snow points to branded cross-promotions with GAC, end cap
campaigns with CMT, ACM Awards promotions, signing on as the
exclusive retail partner for CMA Music Festival, and the “Road To The
CMA Awards” promotion that’s building toward the Nov. 7 event.
Like the big box retailers, Borders
keys on the major releases, but also
drives sales outside the realm of
blockbuster titles. “It’s about finding
titles our customers want,” Snow
explains. Borders may only account
for a few percentage points of total
market share on one of country’s most
prominent releases – though still a
significant source of revenue for the
company. On other releases, however,
Borders can climb toward and past 20%
of an album’s market share. “When you
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have an Alison Krauss, Lyle Lovett or
Vince Gill, it can be a significant chunk,” Snow says. “Emerson
Drive sells well for us. Little Big Town are a house favorite, and
those are the kinds of artists we’ll go after.”
Not only does Borders draw a different customer than those
stopping at CD racks on their way to purchase toothpaste, the
buying experience also is much different. “Our average in-store
time is about an hour,” Snow says. “I’m not a typical consumer,
but I can get lost in a bookstore, especially one that carries music,
for three or four hours.”
And with country music featured prominently during this
extended browsing experience, Borders is doing quite well for
itself...and for Nashville. “It comes down to the realization that
country is, to some extent, insulated from the digital decline,”
Snow says. “The numbers indicated it, and it’s become a focus area
of ours and mine. And it will continue to be.”

iPod Killer

Paid downloads continue as a growing business, though not
enough to offset physical declines. And then there are the unpaid
variety. “Consumption of music is up 12 to 15%,” Martinovich
says. “Unfortunately, it’s through unpaid acquisitions. People
haven’t stopped loving music, they just think it should be free.”
Digital sales are up 48%, though breakouts by genre aren’t
available as yet. Galante pegs country’s share as about 5%. The
overwhelming majority of sales come from Apple’s iTunes Music
Store. “We need other retailers to be involved, whether that’s
Amazon, Rhapsody or others,” Curb says. “There needs more
outlets that promote music and get people excited. What if iTunes
decides not to carry your title, for whatever reason?”
Another big issue with having one outlet controlling 90%
of the business is price. “From what I can see, it’s going to
become increasingly expensive to feature your song or album
digitally,” Yerger says. “They’re going to take the lead from
what the big boxes have been doing for years, and that’s price
and positioning.”
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In response to those and other concerns, Universal Music
Group has hedged its iTunes bet by going month-to-month
after not renewing its contract with the service. Simultaneously,
UMG is attempting to boost other online retailers by offering its
songs through them without Digital Rights Management (DRM),
otherwise known as copy protection.
“It’s encouraging that they’re trying to level the playing field,
but I don’t know that what they’re doing is going to achieve that,”
Curb says. “I don’t think the consumer knows what DRM or nonDRM is. We sell 85% of our music non-DRM on CDs, so why is
there a debate about whether we should have DRM on our digital
music? I have trouble understanding what we’re protecting there.”

Stream Dream

The biggest shift the fading CD may force upon the industry is
record companies demanding a share of other revenues. “Building
artists and brands and selling those brands is where it’s headed,”
Curb says. “There’s a lot of money being left on the table because
agreements aren’t moving fast enough. Curb doesn’t have specific
plans for incorporating other revenue streams, but those options are
being explored.”
“We are looking at it very hard,” Yerger concurs. “If things continue
in this direction, the artist and label will really have to partner up.”
“You can’t have the label engine driving everything and being
compensated the way we were before,” Galante adds. “We take most
of the risk and there are a lot of revenue streams making money.
“A manager said, ‘All we’re good for is promotion,’” he
continues. “I’d like to see him get a tour without getting those
records on the radio. You can’t tell me people are going out to see
the Police because of the new album. They’re going out to see the
hits, and they’re all radio records. Radio hits are what’s driving
everybody at some point in their careers.”
The speed with which any new business model takes hold is
tied to the extent to which sales continue to decline over the next
quarter, 2008 and beyond. “Is this the last Christmas for the CD? No.
Certainly not in country,” Martinovich says. “Will that day come? I
don’t think anybody doubts that. You can’t fight technology.” CAC

